
Estimation of Time of Arrival 1. INTRODUCTION
for Rectan u lar Pu Ises The radar problem is to detect targets and estimateor I~ ..AX1II5LI ~ their range and velocity. The range to the target is

proportional to the time delay between the transmission of
the radar pulse and the time of arrival of its echo. Thus
estimating the range is equivalent to the following

EPHRAIM ZEHAVI parameter estimation problem.
University, of Massachusetts Given a received signal, represented as

r(t) = S(t-to) + n(t)

where S(t) is the attenuated transmitted signal with
We consider the performance of the maximum likelihood energy E, to is the delay parameter known to lie in the

estimator (MLE) for the time of arrival of a rectangular pulse in range, Ta < to < Tb, and n(t) is Gaussian white noise
additive white Gaussian noise. Upper and lower bounds are derived with double-sided spectral density No, estimate to with

minimum error.for the mean square error. These bounds are tight for both medium In general it is not possible to calculate precisely the
and large energy-to-noise ratios.

minimum achievable estimation error of the time of
arrival when S(t - to) is a nonlinear function of to. (We
refer the reader to Seidman [7] for a critical review of
this subject). It is possible, however, to calculate a lower
bound to the error. A widely used approach is that of
Woodward [12], based on the Cramer-Rao inequality. A
lower bound on the variance of the estimate of the time
of arrival for a signal pulse in additive white noise at
large signal-to-noise ratios is

2= NI'OId - 1/32(EIN0) (1)T f 1S,(t) 12dt d( ° l

where S'(t) is the derivative of S(t) and the parameter P
is

p2 = fls(t)I2dt/fls(t)I2dt.
This bound is tight only when the energy-to-noise ratio
becomes infinitely large. Furthermore, it is useful only
when S(t-to) is a "smooth" function [7].

Asymptotic properties of estimators for a
discontinuous signal (with respect to to) have been
studied very intensively since the late 1950s. The first
result was obtained by Swerling [9] for the extremely
simple model in which S(t- to) = \/TX(t- to), where
X(t) is the indicator of a set t > 0. He proved that
Barankin's lower bound (mean square error for unbiased

estimators) for this case becomes c&2 = 2 ( )2 asIr NO
NO->O. Duttweiler and Kailath [4] obtained in 1973 the
same result for all No and proved that Barankin's bound

for rectangular signals is -T2(E/No)-2 (T is the duration
2

of the pulse). In 1975 Chazan, Ziv, & Zakai [3] derived
Manuscript received August 10, 1982; revised September 6, 1983, and an improved version of their original bound [13]. As in
May 8, 1984. [13] the bound is based on the probability of detection for
Author's address: Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, two signals. This bound yields accurate results both for
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01002. very large and very low energy-to-noise ratios. In the

___________ ~~~~~~~~~caseof rectangular signals and for E/N0- > xc the dominant
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r 3T2 (E/No)2. (2) matched filter for a rectangular pulse can be divided into
two processes. One process is the output before to and the

On the other hand, Terent'yev proved in [10] that the oteisheuptafrt0Teetwpocssae'. ~~~~~other is the output after to. These two processes are
mean square error of the maximum likelihood estimator statistically independent and each of them is equivalent to(MLE) is asymptotically equal to 6.5 T (E/N0) a Wiener process with drift. By using a recent result of(N0-*O>0). Chazan et al. commented as follows on Shepp [8], Terent'yev's results [10] can be generalized toTerent'yev's result in [3]: "We do not know whether this obtain the above useful upper and lower bounds for both
means that (2) is not tight or MLE is not optimal even for medium and large values of EIN0. The asymptotic
large values of E/NO." In 1975 Ibragimov and behavior of the quadratic risk of the MLE is
Khas'minskii [6] gave an answer to this question when
they determined that the bound (2) is not tight as No->0 crT = ( to-t)2- 6.5 T2 (EINo)2
and the MLE is not asymptotically optimal for

which is the same result as was computed in [10]. Fig. 1discontinuous signals. Moreover, their method allows one illustrates the behavior of the bounds. Fig. 1 indicates
to obtain asymptotically optimal estimators for a broad that for EIN0 . v40, the bounds are very tight.
class of discontinuous signals containing rectangular The bounds presented in this section can be used to
pulses. For this case they have proved that the minimurn imrove the known results for a trapezoidal signal.
mean square error that can be achieved for very large

*ratiosis 4.82T2(EIN) -2 The Cramer-Rao bound of to for a trapezoidal pulse
energy-tonier analyze the performance of theMLEof of width T across the top, flat portion, and rise time andWe further analyze the performance of the MLE of fal tim ofT's[2

the delay parameter of a rectangular pulse. Upper and fall time of Tr iS [121
lower bounds are derived for the mean square error. 2T2 + 3TTr 2A2 + 3A
These bounds are tight and very useful for both medium 6E1NO 6E/NO (7)
and large energy-to-noise ratios.

where A = TrIT. This bound is lower than our bounds
for EINO < 39/(2A2 + 3A), therefore the bounds (6) willI I. STATEMENT OF RESULTS correspond more closely than (7) to the actual variance of

Let S(t) be the rectangular pulse: the MLE. For example, in the case of a trapezoidal pulse
of A = 0.1 the bounds are better even at energy-to-noise

S() = otherws0et'T (3) ratios smaller than 120 (this can be seen in Fig. 1).
t0, otherwise Using Shepp's result and our method it is possible to

where E is the energy of the pulse. bound the probability that the estimation error will be T/2
The received signal r(t) is the sum of the rectangular <I l K<T. This probability is proportional to exp(- El

pulse shifted by the delay parameter to plus Gaussian 8NO).
white noise \NK0W, where No is the two-sided spectral T
density of the noise; that is, Pr{2 K | KT} X exp (-E/8N0)

.~~~~~~~~~
r(t) = S(t - to) + VN20V Wt, 0 ' t ' TI (4) This will be the subject of a succeeding paper.

or, setting R(t) = f'r(s)ds,

dR(t) = S(t-to)dt + ' dWt, O ' t ' T1 (5) Ill. SUMMARY
where Wt denotes a standard Wiener process. Assume
that to is uniformly distributed in [Ta, Tb], 0 K Ta < Tb < Upper and lower bounds have been presented that
T1. The variance of the estimation error (E = io.- to) for permit evaluation of the performance of the MLE of the
to is unknown. We derive the following new upper and delay parameter of a rectangular pulse. These bounds are
lower bounds on the mean square error for the MLE very tight for both medium and large energy-to-noise
whenl,o-toIKTI2: ratios (ElNO .40). The bounds can be useful in

evaluating the performance of radar signals, for example
trapezoidal pulses, pseudonoise sequences, etc.

2f ( to to) 2

- {Co- [2(k + 2) + O] - e-k/2} = e2 (6) APPENDIX4k2 k312 r L

The maximum likelihood procedure for the estimation
= (t - t)2 {Co + -k2 = E2 of to is to evaluate A(u), where4k2 f. 2VNIk/2} L

where k = E/4N0 and C0 = 26/16. A(u = _(ud()= (
These bounds are based upon the following statisticalX

property of the matched filter output: the output of the x S(t-u)dt + \/KJ S(t-u),lW, (8)
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Fig. 1. Normalized mean square error.

and to set io (the estimate of to) as the value of to, = = (I,IId Fd A Od
tOE[Ta,Tb], for which A(u) is maximum: -xPp O1PdyO'YjYJp(yI,)O,
A(io) = max A(u). (9) E,OE[-T,T] (11)

ue[Ta, Tb]

We concentrate on the case where the random variable fo where p(y, 6) is the joint density function of the maximum
is in the interval [to - T/2,to + T/2]. and its location for X,(t), that is,

LEMMA. Let E be the estimation error of the MLE p(y,0)dydO = Pr[yy max Xc(t) vy + dy,
e = to-to, and let Xc(t) be a Wiener process with drift,
X,(t) = W(t) - Ct, O't' T. Then E has the following x max X,(t) < y]. (12)
properties. IO,O)U(O +dO,Tl

1) The probability law of the estimation error E is the
same as that of the random variable 0, which is defined PROOF OF THE LEMMA.
by the following equation: 1) In the case where the random variable t^o is in the

X(4)
=

interval [to - T12, to + T121 (9) is equivalent to
X(0) = max X(O) __Oe[ --r,-r

== max {X2(() = W1(O)-C1O|, T.O.T g(i0) NE [A(tO)-A(to)I = max g(u)
OE[-T.Ti W2X (O) TV121 J ' -IUI,

(10) = max {W(u + T) - W(u) - W(to + T)
Iu -tol-T/2

where C _ E/2N0T and r= T12; here W,() and

W2( ) are independent standard Wiener processes defined + (t°) -
Nl o} (13)for 6.0.

2) The probability density function of the estimation Therefore g(u) is a random process with the following
error IS given by the expression. properties:
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a) g(u) is the sum of two independent Wiener processes, according to (18) and (10), has the following properties.
[W(u) - W(to)] and [W(u + T) - W(to + T)] and a 1) The probability density function of t -p(t) is
deterministic function. bounded from below for te[ - k, k] by another density

b) The values of the process g(u) for uE[to,to + T12] are function p5(t).
statistically independent of the values of the same p-(t) = [6exp(41tl)(P(3\/'I7t) - 2(F(\/i)]
process for uE[to- T12, to].

Let us change the variables
kX8 k

0 _ u - to; 0 _ to- to; X(0) A g(0 +to). (14) x [1 - - k3exp(--2)I
Now (13) becomes (10). /8 k

2) X'.(0) and XI(o) are independent Wiener processes + exp(- -)
with drift; therefore, we have V7rk 2

Pr[ max X(0) <y,y .< max x 8(t-k tE (19)
-T,0)U(0+d0,Ti [0,0+d0Jx1( k--) t(- ,c)19

x X(0) . y + dy0 > 0] where 8(x) is a delta function, p(t) . p-(t), tE[-k,k] and

= Pr max X2 (0) < y] * Pr[ max o= Pf(t) p(t), t [ek,rk].
[-T,O [0.0)U(0+d0,Ti 2) The variance of t is bounded for every k 2

X X (0) < y,y max X (0) ..-- y + dy]. (15) according to the following inequalities.
c4(0)[,0+max /([o.0~~~~~~~~~~~~C 8

lX

XC() is a Wiener process with drift. By using (12) we t2 L = C - [2(k+2) + 3/2 e- (20)
get T 2 t 2 = Co + 2Vk e-k2
Pr[ max X2(0) < y] = frdy1 fp(yi,0)dO. (16) where CO is the constant 26116.

0IEI -TO]

PROOF OF THE THEOREM. Let us define the functionThe right side of (15) is by definition P(y, 0)dyd0 of p(y,0) by
the process Xl(0). We can get the same result for 0 < 0;
therefore the probability density function of the estimation /2C ( ± CO2
error is given by (11). Shepp [8] has derived an 3(y, 0) = ].Cyxp - Y CO)2 1 (21)
expression for the joint probability density of: 1) the \a 032 20
maximum value Y = max[X,(t), 0 . t .< T, 2) its It is easy to show that 13(y, 0) ' p(y,0) for OE[0,T], by
location 0 = 0(Xc), 0 ' 0 . r, and 3) the endpoint X,7(T). using a simple approximation [1] for the error function
From [8, eq. (5)] it follows by direct integration with (¢(x) (1/ x) exp(-x2/2)). Substituting p(y,0) in
respect to XC(T) that (1 1) and changing the parameters according to (18), we

y (y+C0)2 ~~~~~~~get
p(y,O) =exp[

1T=03/2(T - 0)1/2 20
2

x {exp C2](T-0) p(t) 13 (t) jI2 (X) V

+ 2rC2(T-0) [1-((C T0)]} (17) X exp|- 2x ]dx (22)
where (<>(x) = (2-T) -I/2 f exp -t2l2)dt. where

In order to evaluate p(O), it remains to substitute 1()
p(y,0) in (11) and to calculate the integrals. 12(x) = I, (xl dxl;
Unfortunately it is impossible to obtain an analytic closed
form expression for p(0). Therefore we will bound p(O) rk '2 Xl (X±+ t1)2
from below in the interval [-r,T] and calculate upper l (X,) VTr tl3/2 2t,dt1 . (23)
and lower bounds for the mean square error. Let us
normalize the parameters y,y1,0, 0 by defining I1(xl) is bounded from below. Using [5, eq. (3,742.3)]

we get
tA OC2; t1A0 C2; X_C'Y;

t Cy1; C2T _ k (18) (X) = A/X exp(-x1)

Now the following theorem can be stated. x t1x
THEOREM. The random variable t, which is defined [> °4 k ]1s/ exp(-2 - -)dt. (24)
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Therefore 1 8 k
k + (k+ -)2 2 exp(-2). (29)

8 k k Tk3ex 2
I1(x1)-2exp(-2x1)- -rkr xl exp(-lk 2 Substituting (27) and (28) in (29), we have

Substituting (24) in (23) yields 26 1 26 8 k
___ <~~~~~~T2- + [(k±+-)2 - -] ~ ~exp(- -)

k ~~~~16 k 16 nik3 2

12(x)-. [2 exp(- 2x)- 3x exp(-x1 - 2 and for k ' 2 we get the upper bound

k
T[8 [It C0 + 2Vkexp- ) =t(30)

.[1 - e -k/2] - 2x.
In order to obtain the lower bound we have to solve the

Substituting the last inequality in (22), we have upon integrals, I4,15 for the limits 0 to k. Using an inequality
integration: of the error function [1] we bound 14 for k > 1:

p(t) - [6 exp(14t1)43(3\/tF) - 2(P(V'It)] 14 = 6t2 exp(4t)(D(3vt)dt
8k

~ exp(- - tE[- k,k. _25 93
J[- 3)I (25) 6_6- 6t2exp(4t)(D(3\lt)dt

The right side of (25) is not a probability density
9 2

function. Therefore we extend p(t) on the whole real axis 1_ exp (tl2) dt
by defining a function p(t) (19) with the following 16 k e
properties: 1) p5(t) is a probability density function, and 93 4 k
2) j(t) > p(t) = 0 for t ¢ [ -k,k], p(t) ' p(t) - - (k + 2) exp (- -) (31)
tE - k, k]. Using properties 1) and 2), it is easy to show 16 /22r 2
the existence of the following inequality: The integral 15 (when the upper limit of integration is k)

k k rx is always less than 5. Therefore we get the lower bound
=2 JJ t2p-(t)dt ' J t2p(t)dt . J t2p-(t)dt of T2:

(26)
tHU. I

The details of the derivation of (20) are now given. t2 I2[14 -1(] [1 - k3 exp (-2)
We start by deriving two integrals which we will need
later. CO /8 k
14ter. x 6' exp(4t)'(3Vt)dtC0 - [2(k+2) + -1 -1 exp(- 2). (32)
I4 = 6t2 exp(4t)(D(3 7)dt

Changing back the variables according to (18) we get the
12 f 5 4 bounds for the estimation error (6).

= XJ X5 exp(g x2) 4((x)dx. (27)
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